
EU CLOUD COC
Your only cloud-specific GDPR

solution for XaaS

Translate GDPR requirements into
actionable steps for your cloud service.
You'll have clear guidance to ensure
ongoing compliance and tackle well-
known challenges like the right to audit
and subprocessor listing.

GET A CLOUD SPECIFIC SOLUTION

PROVE YOUR COMPLIANCE

Foster trust and demonstrate your
compliance with GDPR. Successfully
going through the Code's assessment
process is recognized proof that you
have implemented crucial safeguards to
protect your customers' personal data.

WHAT ARE THE BENEFITS OF ADHERING?

1250+
adherent
services

Get tailored compliance
guidelines for your cloud services

Secure optimal price regardless
of your company size

Ensure your technical and
organizational measures follow

the highest market standards

Officially prove compliance
towards your clients and
supervisory authorities

Facilitate contract handling and
public procurement

Join the forefront community
designing the future of cloud
computing



Join the EU Cloud CoC community and
benefit from the development of further
compliance solutions. Complementary
modules are being developed to tackle
arising challenges such as international
data transfers.

GET CONTINUOUS SOLUTIONS

GUARANTEE COST EFFECTIVENESS

The EU Cloud CoC has a distinguished
pricing scheme that leverages the
interests of different company sizes and
aspects of internal governance.

JOIN THE ECOSYSTEM

The EU Cloud CoC already covers the
vast majority of the cloud sector with
1250 services proudly wearing the EU
Cloud CoC compliance mark. As a result,
the Code has become a golden standard
for showcasing compliance.

Stay up to date with the latest market
and regulatory developments. The EU
Cloud CoC is continuously aligned with
new legal opinions and frameworks.

KEEP UP WITH STANDARDS

SHOW YOUR EFFORT

Publicly showcase your company's data
protection values and efforts to comply
with GDPR. Positive reputational effects
are the result of successfully completing
the adherence journey.



Revamp your day-to-day technical and
organizational measures to match GDPR
processing standards. The adherence
assessment can significantly improve
your overall compliance program.

OPTIMIZE INTERNAL PROCEDURES

Send a powerful signal to existing and
potential new customers. Adhering to
the EU Cloud CoC attests to your
commitment to providing GDPR-
compliant services, which is
indispensable for maintaining and
expanding your customer base.

EXPAND YOUR  CUSTOMER BASE

Help shape upcoming versions and
potential future chapters. As a full
member, you get the chance to actively
contribute with content creation and
governace of the Code.

MINIMIZE YOUR RISKS

Mitigate legal uncertainties and
significantly reduce the risk of receiving
fines. The EU Cloud CoC is created with
the input of regulatory authorities and
has acquired their explicit blessing.

MAKE YOUR VOICE HEARD

Increase your chances to succeed in
public tenders. The authorities are likely
to take all the necessary security steps
before conducting business with you. A
robust proof of GDPR compliance plays a
crucial role in the decision-making
processes of public entities. 

ACHIEVE PUBLIC PROCUREMENTS


